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SECTION _ A

Write short answer to ten questions in one or two sentences each. Each qrrestion

carries one mark.

1. What is quality planning ?

2. What is Project Scheduling ?

3. Define the term 'operations management'.

4. What do you mean by plant layout ?

\- 5. What is work place design ?

6 What is production control?

7. State the benefits of material handling.

B. What do you mean by inventory management ?

9. What is assembly line balancing ?

, 10. What do you mean by network analysis ? (1 0x1-10 Marks)
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. SECTION _ B

Answers any eight questions in nbt exceeding one paragraph. Each question carries
2 mark.

1 1 . List out the factors which are influencing the production planning.

lz€tate the objectives of materials manaEement.

fr Whatis aggregate planning ?

JX State the objectives of good plant lay-nu1.

'fi Expldn the purpose of controtchart.

y(Wnutdo you mean by acceptance sampling ?

18. What is curve quality circle ?

1/.'Wnatdo you mean by Scheduting ?

20. What is reliability prediction ?

!. Whatis quality monitoring and control ?

/. Whatis multi-plant location ? (8x2=16 Marks)

SECTION _ C

Answerany six questions not exceeding in one page each. Each question carries
4 marks.

2g. Distinguish between quatity controland inspection.

24. Explain the concept of 'make or buy' decisions.

25. What are the various scheduling systems ?

,,26. Explain the factors which are influencing the location of a plant.

27. Writea note on 'material requirement planningl.
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, 28. Explain the risk concept in quality control.

p9. Explain the concept of 'TotatQuality Management'.

^30. Explain the relationship of operatipn functions with otherfunctions.

. 31. Give a brief account on methods of inventory control ? (6x 4=24Marks)

SECTION - D

Answerany two questions, each carries 15 marks.

32. Define operations management. Explain its objectives and statethefunctions of

LJ an operations manager.

33. Explain different types of plant layout. State the criteria observed for effective
' plant-layout.

34. Write a brief note on :

a) Aggregate planrring

b) Production scheduling

c) Project scheduling.

.35. Define control chart and state its purposes. What are the types of control chart ?

(2x15= 30 Marks)
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